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In this weeks blog I want to talk about proverty. In The book Franke nste in I feel like proverty
shaped their lives into who they became later in life . Proverty is a state of deprivation, or lack of
the usual or socially acceptable amount of money or material posse ssions. Pove rty affects over
three billon people that live on less then $ 2.50 a day. I grew up in a church and we help the
homeless people in our community as much as we could, But there is only so much we can do.
Now days people can't afford a pillow to lay their head, let alone health care . People who live in
proverty are set up to fail. They are limited on food, clothes and living conditions, all which take a
toll on your he alth. One billion children worldwide are living in proverty, and childern die everyday
because of it. Diseases Take over 2 million childern a year. Although Frankenstein doesnt live in
proverty it still effects his life . It effects his life because proverty is where the monster learns about
life and most importantly learns about love, which drives him crazy. T he monster wanted love and
victor wouldn't give him that so he destroys victors whole life. Every person victor loved dies. As a
reader I'm left guessing what would have happened if victor did create the monster a mate.
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The book Frankenstein was very
interesting to read...
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